digestive, pertaining to digestion. 
the alimentary canal.
the digestive system.
(bot.) spore.
(bot.) sporule.
(bot.) sporangium.
(bot.) sorus.

weight, weight lifting.
halogen.

weightlessness.

light, halo.

the halo of the moon.

the sun's corona.

the corona (pl.) coronae.

the aureole around the face of the saints.

to form a halo.

Haman, name of Pharaoh's vizier.

the Grand Vizier of Xerxes, enemy of the Jews.

Haram, a rabid dog.

dirt, excrement.

Aaron.

Harun al-Rashid, the Abbaside caliph.

abies, rabidness, rabid, rabidism.

rabidonic, rabid.

rabit, rabitz, rabiz.

the 31st letter of the Persian alphabet corresponding to "w" in English. In Arabic it is slightly aspirant while the letter ـ is pronounced by the Arabs deep in the throat. Iranians pronounce both as aspirants. ـ is called ـ while the Arabic ـ is called ـ in its ـ form it is called ـ (i.e., the sound while in its ـ form it is called ـ (i.e., the two-eyed ـ), when ـ comes at the end of a word it is usually pronounced as the French ـ, in the Arabic numerical order it corresponds to 5.

the general plural ـ.

termination of Persian nouns as in:

ـ, ـ, ـ, ـ, ـ, ـ, ـ, ـ, ـ.

ـ, ـ, ـ, ـ, ـ, ـ.

ha, hah! what? I see!

Arabic name of the letter ـ.

the 31st letter of the Persian alphabet corresponding to "w" in English.
The eighteenth lamp.

the eighteenth.

the eighteenth. 

the eighteenth. 

the eighteenth.

the eighteenth.

the eighteenth.

the eighteenth.

the eighteenth.
riot. confusion. sedition. anarchism. anarchy.
streetwalker. vagrant. vagabond.
unsettled. vagrant. gadabout.
inconstant. streetwalker. prostitute.
Harat. Herb. of Harat. a native of Harat.
Harat. of Harat. a native of Harat. confusion. fright. timidity.
timorousness. difference. anxiety. worry. dread. awe. terror. horror. panic. sense. angst. apprehension.
dread. terror. horror. panic. dread. to become anxious.
afraid. frightened. alarmed. confused. scared. fearful. worried. 
horror. stricken. apprehensive. terrified. anxious.
dreadful. worrisome.
frustrated. frustrated. tired.
frustration. fear. alarm. scarecrow.
terror. to be alarmed. afraid. worried. timid.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
fear and follow the good.
vomit(ing). pukey. throwing up.
vomit(ing). pukey. throwing up.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
be frightened. be afraid. be terrified.
the seven articles of make-up in ancient Iran. Whenever, if in case, should any

the seven articles mentioned above be never seen again.

And Homer, the deeds of good and evil.

Aspects of good,

the ultimate delay of good.

The Pyramids. An island in the

Persian Gulf surrounded by

one hundred thousand

flames.

The Ma'ad, Ormuz, or Ormuz.

A beautiful place, adopted by

the pilgrims at Mecca, a native of Hea.

The priests.

Hermes, Hermes, Hermes.

Jupiter, name of an Egyptian king.

The principle of good.

Pyramidal. Pyramidal.

The Pyramids.

Hermes, Hermes, Hermes.

A two thousand, a three

thousand, a one

million, a ten

million.

The Ma'ad, Ormuz, or Ormuz.

A beautiful place, adopted by

the pilgrims at Mecca, a native of Hea.

The priests.

Hermes, Hermes, Hermes.

Jupiter, name of an Egyptian king.
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Jupiter, name of an Egyptian king.

The principle of good.
### Persian to English Translate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persian</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>jester, facetious, witty, a facetious companion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>facetious, facetious verses or writings, dirty jokes, witty words, dirty stories, witticisms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>emaciated, thin, lean, lank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>rout, defeat, flight, retreat, to be routed, defeated, or defeated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>be put to flight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>to retreat, to retreat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>expenditure, expense, to involve expense, to be involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>to delist to expenses, to delist to expenses, to be delisted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>to spend, to spend, to allocate funds for, to expend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>expense account, to cost of living, necessary expenditures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>the school will pay your expenses, an outlay of 1000 Rials for food, spending money for luxury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>هزارالکترونی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>هزارالکترونی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>هزارالکترونی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>هزارالکترونی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>هزارالکترونی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>هزارالکترونی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>هزارالکترونی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>هزارالکترونی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>هزارالکترونی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>هزارالکترونی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ژرژر</td>
<td>هزارالکترونی</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
digestive.

Digestive organ.

eight.
eighth.

Octagonal.

Octagon.

Octulous.

Oculesus.

eighty.
eighthly.

Ocymus.
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Ocymus.

Ocymus.
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week in week out. every week.

the seven exploits or labours (of Rustam), ordeal, heptaspermous, heptaglot.
seven years old. septennial. septastyle.
heptahedral. heptagon.
epitaphial. heptahedral.
heptahedron. having seven strings, a heptachord.
seven hundred.
seven.
seven hundredth.

the heptagonal.
heptagonal. septilateral.
the seven.
heptad.
septuple. septenary.

the heptarch.
the seven copulas of (Bahram - Goor). the seven domes.
heptagonal. a heptagon. heptagonal.
weekly.
a weekly paper.
sevenfold. septemplicate. seven.
seventh.

the seventh.
heptad.
seventh.
heptagonal.
heptagonal.

the seven.
heptad.
seventh.
heptagonal.
heptagonal.
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the seven.
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heptagonal.

the seven.
heptad.
heptagonal.
heptagonal.
heptagonal.
to make alike or similar.

similarity, resemblance.

he wants to eat his cake and have it, together, with one another.

they study together.

care, solicitude, grief, effort.

he was delivered of care and grief.

to devote one's effort to something.

they, them, their.

termination of the ordinal numbers from twentieth (eleventh) to nineteenth and hence almost equivalent to the English "teenth" and "teenth".

the osprey, the fabulous bird of good omen. Phoenix. feminine proper noun.

the osprey is superior (preferable) to other birds because...

number, quantity.

equivalent.

of the same nest, nestling together.

embracing each other, lying with, sleeping with each other, cohabiting with, hugging.

equal.

peer, parallel. like, companion.

unequalled, unparalleled.

a hero, chivalrous person, brave.

class, classmate.

the same, that very same, that very, that same.

mortal, deadly.

a deadly poison.

geog.) Holland. Netherlands.


(bot.) peach.

a peach tree.

care, solicitude, grief, effort.

he was delivered of care and grief.

cheers, hubbub, tumult, uproar, turmoil.

to cry for joy, to applaud.

to create an uproar, to cheer, applaudingly.

(bot.) myrobolan.

yellow myrobolan.

black myrobolan.

ebchelal myrobolan.

(bot.) asparagus.

also, too.

likewise, even, both, either, homo-, co-

com-. sym-, iso-, equi-, syn-

(also used as prefix meaning fellow as in: acquaintance = fellow worker, assistant = assistant to, companion = cooperation, associate = co-worker, equal = equal to, similar = similar to, like = like; preconceived, preconceived, preconceived, preconceived).
peersless, incomparable.
matchless, nonpareil, unique.
complex.
level, equal, peer.
cohort.

it is not so difficult where there is a hope of union (or meeting).
he had such a temper as is beyond description.
such that, so that, as.

he was my cotenant for years.
he was my cotenant for years.
thus he was beloved by all.

you also do the same (thou).
besides, if he is late don't admit him to the class.
such a thing is not acceptable.
homogenous, homogeneous.

such a, like, such that as.

have you ever heard such a news?

if you know the ant's condition under your feet, it is like you state under the elephant's feet.
he is also like me.

like, as, similar.

like a roaring elephant.

having a common frontier.

cootenacy.

cohabitation.
living in the same house.
being bedfellows.
cotenant, joint tenant.
cohabitant.
co-fellow.
living together (or in the same house).

as it is so difficult where there is a hope of union (or meeting).
he had such a temper as is beyond description.
such that, so that, as.

he was my cotenant for years.
he was my cotenant for years.
thus he was beloved by all.

you also do the same (thou).
besides, if he is late don't admit him to the class.
such a thing is not acceptable.
homogenous, homogeneous.

such a, like, such that as.

have you ever heard such a news?

if you know the ant's condition under your feet, it is like you state under the elephant's feet.
he is also like me.

like, as, similar.

like a roaring elephant.

having a common frontier.

cootenacy.

cohabitation.
living in the same house.
being bedfellows.
cotenant, joint tenant.
cohabitant.
co-fellow.
living together (or in the same house).

as it is so difficult where there is a hope of union (or meeting).
he had such a temper as is beyond description.
such that, so that, as.

he was my cotenant for years.
he was my cotenant for years.
thus he was beloved by all.

you also do the same (thou).
besides, if he is late don't admit him to the class.
such a thing is not acceptable.
homogenous, homogeneous.

such a, like, such that as.

have you ever heard such a news?

if you know the ant's condition under your feet, it is like you state under the elephant's feet.
he is also like me.

like, as, similar.

like a roaring elephant.

having a common frontier.

cootenacy.

cohabitation.
living in the same house.
being bedfellows.
cotenant, joint tenant.
cohabitant.
co-fellow.
living together (or in the same house).

as it is so difficult where there is a hope of union (or meeting).
he had such a temper as is beyond description.
such that, so that, as.

he was my cotenant for years.
he was my cotenant for years.
همدانی، من کمالاً با شما همدمدم (مواصلاتی).

1. quite sympathize with you.

2. a fellow student. classmate.

3. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

4. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

5. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

6. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

7. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

8. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

9. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

10. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

11. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

12. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

13. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

14. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

15. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

16. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

17. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

18. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

19. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

20. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

21. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

22. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

23. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

24. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

25. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

26. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

27. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

28. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

29. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

30. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

31. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

32. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

33. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

34. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

35. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

36. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

37. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

38. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

39. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

40. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

41. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

42. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

43. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

44. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

45. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

46. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

47. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

48. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

49. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

50. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

51. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

52. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

53. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

54. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

55. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

56. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

57. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

58. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

59. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

60. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

61. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

62. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

63. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

64. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

65. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

66. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

67. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

68. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

69. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

70. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

71. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

72. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

73. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

74. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

75. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

76. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

77. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

78. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

79. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

80. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

81. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

82. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

83. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

84. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

85. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

86. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

87. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

88. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

89. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

90. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

91. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

92. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

93. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

94. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

95. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

96. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

97. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

98. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

99. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.

100. a collaborator, a companion. an accomplice.
my companion in the trip was a sick old man.

commensal, mesmate, fellow guest, a convivial companion, eating together, sitting at the same table.

symposium.

coeval.

coetaneous, of the same age.

coeval.

equipoherent.

of the same weight, of the same grade, coordinate, coequipped, equal.

equiparable, to balance.

confederate, ally, feudal, synallagmatic.

a feudatory of the lord.

like, similar.

homomorphic, homomorphous, resembling each other, similar, uniform.

these two sisters resemble each other.

uniformity, alikeness.

co-.

uterine.

twin.

twin.

twins.

a rival wife.

having the same husband.

citizen, fellow, compatriot.

townsmen.

distinct, of the same city.

a foster brother.

brother, sister.

sibling.

a nephew or niece.

a sister's child.

isotropy, symmetrical.

neighborhood, vicinity, proximity, propinquity, nearness, adjacency.

distantly away.

a charming girl lives in our neighborhood.

distantly away.

in the vicinity of London.

adjacency of military units.

I am bound by ties of neighborhood.

my house is near the neighbor's house.

the neighborhood is near.

we are neighbors.

classmate, schoolmate.

that man has a wife and three children.

among one's fellows.

before one's elders and equals.

congeniality.

equality, fellowship, companionship, equality, marriage.

consortship, married life, wedding.

to emulate, to vie, to live a married life, to act as husband and wife, to match.

he emulated (or vied) with his superiors.

a farewell traveler.

compensation (in a journey).

to travel together.

agreement, consent, unanimous, consensus, consentience, concord, accord.

coordinate, peer, colleague.

equal in rank, of the same grade.

equal.

results concordant with experiments.

their reigns were contemporaneous.

simultaneous.

simultaneous reactions.

synchronous storms in various parts of the country.

synchrony, simultaneity.

fellow prisoner, fettered by the same chain, yoke, or affliction.

Arabic (الس) or (الس) the sign of which is (س).

symbiosis, coexistence, peaceful coexistence.

harmonious, unanimous, symphonious.

of the same age.

isotopic.

alike, equal.

similar, uniform, level, same.
of the same price, value, or rate. equivalent (in price)

concurrent, converging, convergency.

friendship, association, camaraderie.

misunderstanding, confusion. sympathetic. harmonious, compatible. equal, agreeing, congenious, unconnected, incompatible, incommensurate.

friendship, association, camaraderie.

conversely, similarly, explicitly. equal. comates, company present.

the same kind or race as another. homogenous.

most animals do not eat the flesh of their own kind.

like each other. of the same kind.

a fellow traveller. he too, also.

level, even, plane. gentle, quiet. smooth, flat, graded.

a smooth road, an even road.

level, even. grade. 

he was ever, always. of the time, incessantly, perpetually, constantly. continually.

diligent in acquiring knowledge.

equal. likeness, sameness. 

levelness, evenness, gentleness. plain, level ground, flatness. flat land, tablend.

compator, a boon. companion pal, fellow drinker.

devotees. association, camaraderie.

associate. associate. 

to fall in step with. to walk together.

to confer, cooperate. united (by an oath), conspirator.

to take an oath together.

to be a fellow soldier. fellow member, associate, of the same rank or status. comate, co-worker.

colleagueship. 

cooperates, collaborates.

colleagueship, camaraderie. 

cooperative, collaborative. fellow member, comate, mate, co-worker.

co-star. 

he collaborated with the enemy.

of the same rank, you and i are equal. in rank.

schoolmate, classmate. 

cotenent, cohabitant. 

fell guest. living in the same house. chum.

nemesis, homonym. 

homonyms, homonymic. homophone. antagonist. adversary. 

(interacting). duelist, rival, competitor.

interlocutor. 

colloquial. companion. colloquist, colloquial, fellow talker, confabulator, chum.

cameraderie, camaraderie.

of the same religion.

conversely, similarly, explicitly. equal. comates, company present.

the same kind or race as another. homogenous.

most animals do not eat the flesh of their own kind.

like each other. of the same kind.

a fellow traveller. he too, also.

level, even, plane. gentle, quiet. smooth, flat, graded.

a smooth road, an even road.

level, even. grade. 

he was ever, always. of the time, incessantly, perpetually, constantly. continually.

diligent in acquiring knowledge.

equal. likeness, sameness. 

levelness, evenness, gentleness. plain, level ground, flatness. flat land, tablend.
in spite of
notwithstanding (notwithstanding) all your efforts.

yet, nevertheless, in spite of all that.

he kept his secrets to his vizier.

cooperation.

be praised everywhere.

epidemic.

spreading everywhere. widespread.

an epidemic disease.

multilateral.


gadabout (lewda woman).

omnivorous.

every day.

every day. all day long.

every year, year by year, annually, yearly. one who can do any work. jack of all trades. all purpose.

jack of all trades and master of none.

tumult. noisy.

commotion. hubbub. din. clamo(u)r.

turmoil. confusion.

tumult caused in the city.

prefix indicating continuation or progression.
when at the time of.  

air - tight.

at the time of departure. 

opportune.  

accumulate.  

to perform wonders or unexpected things.  

to raise a tumult.  

to create a crowd.  

to gather a crowd.  

enormous.

excessive.

cohesive. 

from an artistic point of view.

art works, artfacts.  

(a) a air, a air, a air, a air.

setting, a tune, scale, gamut.  

intention, design.  

now, now, now, now.  

it is too late yet.  

holistic. 

desirable. 

sigh, a gasp or breath, time, turn. 

to sigh, to draw a deep breath, to heave a sigh (meant to bring disaster on other people). 

first turn or defence (in wrestling).  

all of a sudden. 

in one turn, all at once.

artist, artisan, actor, actress, a, movie, theater or television) star.

pedantry, pedantism.  

to pedantize.

artistic, artist, artful.

ingenious, skillful, industrious, learned, virtuous, artistier, talented.

artfully, skillfully.

ingeniously, artistically, masterfully.

dexterity, skillfulness.

ingeniousness, art, virtue, artistic skill or talent, masterfulness, artistry, artful.

ingenious, skillful, craftman.

pertaining to arts, artistic, based on or showing skill.

geometry, figures.

a graph.

Hindu.

or Hindoo, a black slave, a mole, a mother's mark, Indian, black.

watermelon.

watermelon, seed.

between.

do so, to lay down, to come to a standstill.

geog. Indochina.

Indochinese.

India.

Indian, Hindustani.

Indian.

(fig.) Indian fig.

(bot.) tamarind.

(bot.) Indian nard.

art, science, craft, skill.

knowledge, profession, virtue, talent, excellence. 

a skilfull performance, a feat, an exploit, knack.

the art of playwriting.

to perform a piece of art.

an art, to show skill, to perform a masterpiece, to perform an outstanding task.

decorative arts.

artless, unskilled, incompetent.

teaching.

is more art than science.

a teacher or master of arts, a student of arts, a student of technology, trainee.

a patron of arts.

encourager of science, patronizing (or encouraging) arts and sciences,

patronage or encouragement of arts.
having caught cold.

exposed to air, aerated.

aeroplane, air, recreation.

breathing pure air, walking for pleasure, strolling.

partisan, admirer.

supporter, well ventilated, supplied with air, inflated.

aircraft, air, fine, airway.

aircraft, air, passage, flying.

camellists, women's litters.

collapse, falling in.

load, pressured, demolition, debris.

shout, loud cry, outcry.

to cry (for help), to shout.

the roof.

Tāq Fārōd and Dānin Zīb Mardīn; collapsed and two people died under the debris.

aerodynamic, aero.

aerodynamic, aerodynamic, meteorological.

vent, air vent, ventriculism.

aeronautical.

thoughts.

(pl. of air).

aircraft.

airline, aerial, flying, aeronautics.

airship, supersonic.

light plane.

reconnaissance plane.

bomber.

heavy bomber.

fighter.

passenger plane.

airliner.

a jet-propelled airplane.

a jet.
delicacy. (desired) food.
capricious. inconstant.
sensual. whimsical. playful. fickle.
capriciousness.
caprice. whimsy. indulgence in one's desires. sensuality. voltpiousness.
capricious.
corporal. sensual. pleasure. seeking.
cautious. vigilant. shrewd. tactful.
intelligence. understanding. shrewdness. tact.
masculine proper noun.

- to identify, to determine the identity of.
- to become conscious. to be sober.
- to become sober, to sober. to come to one's senses. to regain consciousness. to come to.
- to be conscious, to sober.
- to be cautious, vigilant, intelligent. to sober. not intoxicated. not drunk.
- to be cautious, vigilant or careful.
- to be conscious, to be sober.
- to become conscious, to be sober. to become sober, to sober.
- to become aware. conscious. alert. wary.
- to be cautious, vigilant. intelligent. to sober. not intoxicated. not drunk.
- to be cautious, vigilant or careful.
- to become aware. conscious. alert. wary.
- to be cautious, vigilant. intelligent. to sober. not intoxicated. not drunk.
- to be cautious, vigilant or careful.
- to become conscious, to be sober.
- to become conscious, to be sober.
- to become aware. conscious. alert. wary.
- to be cautious, vigilant. intelligent. to sober. not intoxicated. not drunk.
- to be cautious, vigilant or careful.
- to become aware. conscious. alert. wary.
- to be cautious, vigilant. intelligent. to sober. not intoxicated. not drunk.
- to be cautious, vigilant or careful.
- to become aware. conscious. alert. wary.
- to be cautious, vigilant. intelligent. to sober. not intoxicated. not drunk.
- to be cautious, vigilant or careful.
- to become aware. conscious. alert. wary.
- to be cautious, vigilant. intelligent. to sober. not intoxicated. not drunk.
- to be cautious, vigilant or careful.
- to become aware. conscious. alert. wary.
no excuse whatsoever is accepted.

perfectly ignorant, a know-nothing, an ignoramus.

nothing, a trifle, vanity. nothingness. null and void. vain. futile. trifling.

I am not at all satisfied with him.

It was not similar at all to that

he had no similarity to his father.

It differs nothing from that.

the letter, he never read the letter at all.

there is no knowledge as compared to his.

do you know at all that you are transitory?

have you ever thought at all?

he knew nothing about mathematics.

no one he did not eat anything.

nothing new. any. none. no one.

never ever.

she has never traveled.

your book is no better (or none the better).

figurative. images.

statues. forms. apparitions.

uproot. clams(u)r. noise. commotion.

clamor. turmoil. ado. fuss. bustle.

row. racket. (colloq.) ruckus.

to raise a clamor or uproot. to bawl.

awake. awe-inspiring.

hypnotism. mesmerism.

to hypnotize. to lethargize. to mesmerize. hypnotic.

hypnosis. pituitary gland.

battle. war.

excitement. animation. commotion. disturbance. agitation. orgasm. excitement. stimulation. piquancy. provocation. fermentation.

to get excited. to be animated. to be disturbed.

to be excited. to be provoked. to excite. to make excited.

to stimulate. to rouse. to disturb.

his excitement was beyond description.

it was an excitement to be told the story with animation.

exciting. agitating. moving.

stimulating. provocative. excited.
the thirty-second letter of the Persian alphabet corresponding to the English "y". It represents number 10 in the Arabic numerical alphabet.

either or.

either you or he.

either stay or go.

either come to the capital and give your allegiance, or get ready for war.

be that sups with the devil, must have a long spoon. either don't make friends with the elephant - driver, or build a house suitable for the elephant.

O! Oh!

O' God!

the Arabic name for the letter "y".

O. God! Hurry up, carry on.

Go on, welcome! get up, help me!